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International humanitarian law (IHL) draws from the international human rights expressed in the UN General Assembly’s 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) to limit the effects of war on wounded and sick soldiers, prisoners of war, and civilians. Most of the limitations states have agreed to are expressed in the four Geneva Conventions of 1949:

-- First Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field
-- Second Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea
-- Third Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War
-- Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War

Before these agreements entered into force in 1950, wounded and sick soldiers, prisoners of war (POWs), and civilians were often at the mercy of the opposing sides on a battlefield. Since 1950, state parties to the Geneva Conventions have declared that even in war, soldiers and civilians have basic human rights. Violations of these laws are considered war crimes.

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) was instrumental in drafting the Geneva Conventions and is essential to implementing its provisions. The ICRC is a non-governmental organization based in Geneva. It was founded in 1863 to take “direct action... to ensure protection and assistance for victims of armed conflict and strife” and to encourage “the development of international humanitarian law (IHL) and promoting respect for it by governments and all weapon bearers.”

States that promise to uphold the Geneva Conventions agree that when they are at war they will protect the rights of wounded and sick soldiers, POWs, and civilians and allow a neutral state or an “impartial humanitarian organization” such as the ICRC to visit and treat them. In addition, state parties agree that the medical facilities and personnel of their armed forces and the medical facilities and personnel of relief organizations should be marked with the symbol of a red cross, red crescent, red lion, red sun, or red crystal so soldiers know not to target them.

1 This background guide was written by Karen Ruth Adams, Montana Model UN faculty advisor, with contributions from Kelsi N. Steele, 2009 secretary-general, and Jessica McCutcheon, 2012 teaching assistant. Copyright 2012 by Karen Ruth Adams.


3 For the conventions, see International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), “The Geneva Conventions: The Core of International Humanitarian Law,” http://www.icrc.org/Web/Eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/genevaconventions
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Every four years, the ICRC and the states that have agreed to uphold the Geneva Conventions meet to review and improve IHL. At the most recent conference, in November 2011, participants recognized “the primary role of States” in developing IHL and invited states and international organizations to recommend ways to “i) ensure that international humanitarian law remains practical and relevant in providing legal protection to all persons deprived of their liberty in relation to armed conflict; and ii) enhance and ensure the effectiveness of mechanisms of compliance with international humanitarian law.”

The purpose of the General Assembly Third Committee is to oversee and improve international human rights. What can the GA-3 do to improve the definition, implementation, and enforcement of IHL in contemporary conflicts, such as the civil war in Syria and “the war on terror”?

History and Current Events

The Geneva Conventions of 1949 updated and extended earlier international agreements on the laws of war. The First Convention dates back to 1864, when 14 European states reacted to the violence of the 1859 Battle of Solferino between France and Italy. This convention permitted the newly formed ICRC access to battlefields to care for the wounded. The Second Convention updated the 1907 Hague Convention for the Adaptation to Maritime Warfare of the Principles of the Geneva Convention, and the Third Convention expanded the Prisoners of War Convention of 1929. Only the Fourth Convention (on the protection of civilians) was completely new in 1949. According to Philip Spoerri, ICRC Director of International Law, “there can … be no doubt that the decision to draft the Geneva Conventions of 1949 was sealed by the tragedy of the Second World War and that the conventions were intended to fill the gaps in international humanitarian law exposed by the conflict.”

To draft the new conventions, the ICRC convened the Diplomatic Conference of Geneva from April 21 to August 12, 1949. The conference included “representatives from 64 countries, covering almost every State in the world at that time… It took almost four months to complete… much longer than anticipated.”

In writing the Conventions, the delegates were strongly influenced by Article Five of the UDHR, which states that “no one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.” Moreover, the UDHR’s “provision on the right to life… helped to shape … their elaboration of humanitarian law dealing with sick and wounded combatants, the treatment of prisoners of war, and most innovatively, the protection of civilian populations in times of war.”

...conventions have similar provisions. The red crystal was recognized in the Additional Protocol III (2005). “Protocol additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Adoption of an Additional Distinctive Emblem (Protocol III), 8 December 2005,” http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/FULL/615


The four Conventions are considered one treaty and therefore require one ratification per state. The first two states to ratify the Conventions were Switzerland and Monaco. Once they had done so, the treaty came into effect. Today 194 states are party to the Geneva Conventions. These states agree:

- The sick, wounded, and shipwrecked of a conflict must be adequately cared for. Medical equipment, facilities (including hospital ships), and vehicles must not be intentionally attacked.
- Those who care for the sick or wounded such as nurses and doctors, including chaplains, shall be respected and protected if they are carrying out those duties and not deemed prisoners of war.
- Noncombatants and combatants who have surrendered, are sick or wounded or are prisoners of war should be treated humanely and not be subjected to violence, cruelty, or torture.
- Prisoners of war must be treated humanely, provided clothing, food, medical care, and shelter. They must be quickly released and repatriated when hostilities cease.
- Persons not taking active part in hostilities are protected from being taken as hostages, from outrages of personal dignity, and shall be protected against acts of violence.
- Civilians shall be permitted to practice their own religion and continue normal life whenever possible.
- Children under 15, expectant mothers, and mothers of young children shall be specially protected and women must not be raped, assaulted, or forced into prostitution.\(^{13}\)

Like other international treaties, the Conventions are the law of the land only in states that have ratified them. Moreover, each state party has the prerogative to make declarations or express reservations explaining how it interprets certain parts of the agreement.\(^{14}\) According to the ICRC, however, proper treatment of soldiers, POWs, and civilians are also matters of “customary law,” thus even states and non-state actors that have not agreed to the Geneva Conventions must uphold them.\(^{15}\)

In 1977, states negotiated two additional protocols to the Geneva Conventions that “strengthen the protection of victims of international (Protocol I) and non-international (Protocol II) armed conflicts and place limits on the way wars are fought.” Protocol II was the first international treaty devoted solely to situations of non-international armed conflicts.\(^{16}\)

Successes and Challenges in Recent Conflicts
The Geneva Conventions have been effective in improving the situation for soldiers and civilians in many international conflicts. For example, in 2000, when Ethiopia and Eritrea were fighting a brutal war, representatives from the ICRC were able to visit 1,000 Ethiopian POWs and 4,300 civilian internees, exchange 16,326 messages between Ethiopian and Eritrean POWs and their families, organize safe passage across the front lines for 12,493 civilians of Ethiopian origin, and distribute aid to over 150,000 civilians affected by the conflict.\(^{17}\)


\(^{14}\) For a list of state parties to the Geneva Conventions and their declarations and reservations, see International Committee of the Red Cross, “Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949,” http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/WebSign?ReadForm&id=375&ps=P


\(^{16}\) ICRC, “The Geneva Conventions: The Core of International Humanitarian Law.”

\(^{17}\) Spoerri, “The Geneva Conventions of 1949.”
Protecting soldiers, POWs, and civilians has been more difficult in other conflicts. For example, during the 1994 civil war and genocide in Rwanda, the ICRC was able to save just 10,000 civilians – 1% of the 800,000 to 1 million people who were killed.\(^{18}\) The violence, which lasted about 100 days, was organized by an interim government of extremist members of the Hutu ethnic group and carried out by about 200,000 ethnic Hutu. The interim government simply ignored Rwanda’s promises under the Geneva Conventions. According to *Encyclopedia Britannica*:

Radio broadcasts …fueled the genocide by encouraging Hutu civilians to kill their Tutsi neighbors, who were referred to as “cockroaches” who needed to be exterminated. It is estimated that some 200,000 Hutu participated in the genocide, although some were unwilling and consequently were forced to do so by the army and Hutu militia groups. The methods for killing were typically quite brutal, with crude instruments often employed to pummel or hack away at victims. Machetes were commonly used. Rape was also a weapon and included the deliberate use of perpetrators infected with HIV/AIDS to carry out sexual assaults; as a result, many Tutsi women were intentionally infected with HIV/AIDS.\(^{19}\)

The fact that the ICRC remained in the country during this time and was able to protect 10,000 people was a kind of success. Other international actors, including the UN, did little to stop or shield people from the violence – despite advance warning from Canadian Gen. Romeo Dallaire, the head of the UN peacekeeping operation in Rwanda, who told the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations in January 1994 that extremist Hutu had a plan to assassinate moderate Hutu leaders and murder large numbers of Tutsi civilians.\(^{20}\)

According to Dallaire, with 5,000 troops authorized to fight the Hutu, the UN could have stopped the violence. But when the Rwandan prime minister and 10 Belgian peacekeepers guarding her were killed in April 1994, UN member states evacuated their diplomats and other citizens, and US President Bill Clinton urged the UN Security Council to recall all of the 2,500 UN peacekeeping forces stationed in the country. When Gen. Dallaire refused to leave, the Council compromised, leaving a force of 270 peacekeepers under his control. Those peacekeepers were able to protect about 20,000 Rwandans.\(^{21}\)

In May, after hundreds of thousands of deaths, the Security Council authorized a new peacekeeping force of 5,500 troops that did not arrive until after most of the violence was over. In June, the Security Council endorsed a French invasion of Rwanda to establish a safe zone. By that time, the tide in the civil war had turned. Extremist Hutu fled the country, and in July 1994, a new government of Tutsi and moderate Hutu came to power.\(^{22}\)

The genocide in Rwanda is an example of many of the challenges states face in implementing the Geneva Conventions. Among those challenges are receiving early warning of the conflict (which was not a problem in Rwanda), acting on that warning by sending diplomats to mediate a conflict before it escalates to violence or armed forces to stop violence before it spreads, and providing resources and protection to the ICRC and other humanitarian organizations so they can visit and provide medical care and other protection to wounded and sick soldiers, POWs, and civilians.

---

\(^{18}\) Philippe Gaillard, “Rwanda 1994: "In situations like that, it is vital not to let on that you are dead scared," speech at the International Museum of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, Geneva, 18 October 1994, [http://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/misc/5xkea5.htm](http://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/misc/5xkea5.htm)


\(^{22}\) “Rwanda genocide of 1994,” *Encyclopedia Britannica*. 
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Current Events: Syria
Today, many of these challenges are apparent in the civil war in Syria, where international efforts to mediate between the Syrian government and opposition have failed to prevent violence from engulfing the country. In August 2012, an independent international commission of inquiry organized by the UN Human Rights Council:

found reasonable grounds to believe that Government forces and the Shabbiha [a militia affiliated with the Syrian government] had committed the crimes against humanity of murder and of torture, war crimes and gross violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian law, including unlawful killing, torture, arbitrary arrest and detention, sexual violence, indiscriminate attack, pillaging and destruction of property. The commission found that Government forces and Shabbiha members were responsible for the killings [of 108 civilians] in Al-Houla [in May 2012]. 23

The Commission also reported on IHL violations by Syrian opposition forces:

The commission found reasonable grounds to believe that war crimes, including murder, extrajudicial execution and torture, had been perpetrated by organized anti-Government armed groups. Although not a party to the Geneva Conventions, these groups must abide by the principles of international humanitarian law. The violations and abuses committed by anti-Government armed groups did not reach the gravity, frequency and scale of those committed by Government forces and the Shabbiha.24

The civil war in Syria demonstrates the overlap between IHL and the newer and broader concept of the “responsibility” of states “to protect” their citizens (R2P). This responsibility was first articulated by the GA in September 2009.25 R2P means that:

1. The State carries the primary responsibility for protecting populations from genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity and ethnic cleansing, and their incitement;
2. The international community has a responsibility to encourage and assist States in fulfilling this responsibility;
3. The international community has a responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other means to protect populations from these crimes. If a State is manifestly failing to protect its populations, the international community must be prepared to take collective action to protect populations, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.26

R2P enables – and requires – the international community to take action within states that are failing to protect their populations. The Security Council acted on this principle when it authorized states to protect civilians in Libya in March 2011.27 As of September 2012, both the HRC and the UN General Assembly have condemned the Syrian government’s use of force against civilians, but the Security Council has been unable to act on the situation due to Chinese and Russian vetoes.28
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Current Events: The War on Terrorism

The US “war on terrorism” since 2001 has also posed challenges to IHL, in three ways. First, international humanitarian law (IHL) applies only during times of war. But what counts as war? Does it refer only to formally-declared armed conflicts among states? Or does it apply to any use of force, both between and within states? There are vast differences in the number of wars one arrives at using these definitions. This has been an important issue ever since the First Geneva Convention was negotiated in 1864. The states that negotiated the 1949 Conventions tried to address this by inserting into each of the four conventions a Common Article Three, which lists several protections that individuals “in enemy hands” should have in any conflict. In 1977, a number of states negotiated more detailed provisions of this nature in Additional Protocols I and II. But some states, including the United States, have never ratified the additional protocols.

Since the “war on terror” began in 2001, the US has held prisoners at Guantanamo Bay and in other facilities under conditions that according to the ICRC violate the Geneva Conventions. During the Bush administration, the US justified these actions partly with reference to the non-official nature of the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq, neither of which was officially declared a war by the US Congress. In January 2009, President Obama signed an executive order that cited the Geneva Conventions and ordered the closure of the Guantanamo Bay facilities. In March 2011, President Obama reversed that order. According to the ICRC, although there have been some improvements in the conditions in which detainees are held, it remains necessary for the US to “determine the status and rights of individual internees/detainees to ensure they are fitted within a proper legal framework.”

Contemporary conflicts such as the “war on terror” present challenges to the Geneva conventions. As Jakob Kellenberger, President of the ICRC, explained in August 2009, IHL “stipulates that those involved in fighting must make a…distinction between combatants on the one hand, who may lawfully be attacked, and civilians on the other hand, who are protected against attack unless…they directly participate in hostilities.” One of the main dilemmas in applying IHL is “that neither the Geneva Conventions nor their Additional Protocols spell out what precisely constitutes ‘direct participation in hostilities.’” As Kellenberger explains, this difficulty has been compounded by the fact that civilians have become more and more involved in support operations related to combat and are even used by combatants as “human shields.” In addition, “combatants do not always clearly distinguish themselves from civilians, neither wearing uniforms nor openly carrying arms.”


35 Jakob Kellenberger, “Sixty years of the Geneva Conventions: learning from the past to better face the future,” Ceremony to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Geneva Conventions, 12 August 2009, International Committee
Whether terror suspects are or are not combatants has been a major point of contention during the war on terror. The George W. Bush administration argued they are not. Yet Common Article Three “prohibits murder, mutilation, torture, cruel, humiliating and degrading treatment, the taking of hostages and unfair trial” of any person in enemy hands. In 2009, President Obama signed an executive order affirming that Article Three “is a minimum standard for the treatment of anyone detained by the United States in connection with an armed conflict.”

According to Knut Dörmann, the head of the ICRC’s legal division, the language of this article is vague and should be amended so it applies more clearly to detained terror suspects.

A third and related challenge is that compliance with IHL is often seen as an asset to one side and a disadvantage to another. Often the concern is that a militarily weak party faced with a more powerful opponent might disregard fundamental rules of IHL in an effort to even out the imbalance. For example, although terrorism (deliberate attacks on civilians) is illegal under the Fourth Geneva Convention, groups such as al Qaeda carry out terrorist attacks because they are too weak to confront their adversaries on a battlefield. But it is not just weak groups that ignore the laws of war when it is to their advantage. During the “war on terror,” the US has argued that despite its overall military strength, the willingness of terrorists to take the lives of innocent civilians means that it is justifiable to use all means necessary, including torture, to obtain information from prisoners who may have information about terrorist activities. As Kellenberger explains, regardless of which actors first violate IHL, there is a risk that others will follow suit, leading to a free-for-all in which all of the rules of war are ignored and the situation becomes worse for everyone.

Since 2006, the US government’s use of “enhanced interrogation techniques,” secret prisons, and other controversial tactics in the US’s “war on terror” has been well-known. In 2012, the US announced that it would not prosecute any of the CIA agents charged with waterboarding prisoners in Afghanistan or Iraq. Instead, the Obama administration has expressed a desire to “look forward” by more clearly delineating acceptable and unacceptable treatment of POWs.

Emerging Challenges and the ICRC’s Four-Year Action Plan
IHL has only recently begun to deal with infrastructure, the environment, and cultural artifacts. Yet attacks on infrastructure such as bridges and electrical and water treatment facilities imperil the health and safety of civilians, as do the environmental effects of war in general. Similarly, attacks on cultural artifacts can be part of a systematic campaign against certain cultural groups. These aspects of war are not treated by the Geneva Conventions but have been addressed to some extent in the Additional Protocols.

---


42 Additional Protocol I, Article 48. See also Additional Protocol II, Article 13. International Committee of the Red Cross, “What are the essential rules of international humanitarian law?,” 31 October 2002,
In December 2011, the 31st ICRC International Conference established a “Four Year Action Plan for the Implementation of International Humanitarian Law.” One of the main goals of the Plan is to enhance protection of noncombatants, including women, children, individuals with disabilities, and journalists. At the conference, states were reminded that journalists make important contributions to public knowledge that aid in the fight against violations of IHL and were urged to train their armed forces to recognize and protect the rights of journalists.43 Thus far this year, 39 journalists have been killed in conflicts around the world; of those, 18 were killed in Syria.44

Another goal enumerated in the Four-Year Action Plan is to address, “[i]nsecurity of health care,” which according to the ICRC “is likely one of the biggest humanitarian problems today in terms of numbers of people affected. Yet it is largely under-recognised.” A third goal of the Plan, and perhaps the most fundamental of all, is to increase compliance with and implementation of the rights already enumerated in IHL. 45

Enforcing IHL

Although the Geneva Conventions have been widely ratified, if a state chooses not to adhere to the Conventions, at present there is little the international community can do. Even among states that agreed to uphold IHL it is difficult to obtain compliance because it is primarily up to states themselves to “impartially investigate whether serious violations occurred [by members of their forces or other persons under their jurisdiction], and impose punishments on individuals found guilty that are commensurate with their deeds.”46

When self-monitoring is insufficient, states and individuals may be tried in the courts of states that have “universal jurisdiction.”47 This rarely happens, however, because states are reluctant to set a precedent that might one day be turned against their own citizens. Alternatively, individuals who perpetrate war crimes may be tried in ad hoc (one-time) tribunals such as the Nuremberg Trials (established and run in 1945 and 1946 by the victorious World War II allies), the ongoing tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia (established by the UN Security Council), and the 2006 trial and execution of former Iraqi President Saddam Hussein (carried out by the US-supported interim Iraqi government). Ad hoc tribunals are often seen as “victor’s justice,” however. States that win wars have not historically been held accountable for violations of IHL.

In 1998, to make enforcement of IHL more impartial, a number of states agreed to establish a permanent court to try individuals for war crimes and other crimes against humanity. The International Criminal Court (ICC), came into force in 2002 when the Rome Treaty was ratified by 60 countries.48 There are several important things to know about the ICC. First, individuals, not states, are tried by the ICC. Second, individuals such as military commanders, soldiers, and civilian heads of government can be tried only if they are citizens of a state party or if the

---


crime occurred in the territory of a state party. Third, individuals can be tried by the ICC only if there is evidence that they recklessly or intentionally committed war crimes, and domestic courts in the states in question have ignored the issue. Fourth, ICC cases are either selected by ICC judges or referred by the UN Security Council. The involvement of the Security Council has raised questions about whether citizens of the Permanent Five members of the Security Council would ever be held accountable for war crimes that their governments did not want to prosecute. Fifth, like other treaties, participation is voluntary. The US, for example, has not ratified the Rome Treaty and does not participate in the ICC.

As of July 2012, the ICC has 121 member states and is reviewing 16 cases in 7 situations. Uganda, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the Central African Republic, all members of the Rome Statute, have been referred to the Court. Additionally, the Security Council has referred situations in Darfur, Sudan, and the Situation in Libya. The Court is also beginning preliminary examinations in Afghanistan, Georgia, Guinea, Colombia, Honduras, Korea, and Nigeria. Absent from the Court’s examinations are a number of conflicts in the Middle East such as the situations in Syria and Bahrain.49

Previous Committee Work on This Topic

The GA-3 has a difficult task in encouraging Member States to agree that IHL is important enough both to impose and to further develop. In 2007, the GA-3 affirmed in Draft Proposal 55 “the commitment of all States to fulfill their obligations under … instruments of international law, in particular those of international human rights law and international humanitarian law.” Also in 2007, the committee deplored in Draft Proposal 47 “the occurrence of violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the context of the fight against terrorism.”50

The language became more severe in 2008, when resolutions were passed in the General Assembly (GA) based on recommendations made by the GA-3. GA Resolution 148 (March 4, 2008) emphasized “that acts of torture in armed conflict are serious violations of international humanitarian law and in this regard constitute war crimes.” Furthermore, GA Resolution 159 (March 11, 2008) urged “States, while countering terrorism, to ensure due process guarantees, consistent with all relevant provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights…and the Geneva Conventions of 1949.”51 GA Resolution 77 (January 12, 2012) reaffirmed the Geneva Convention’s applicability to the Occupied Palestinian Territory.52 GA Resolution 165 highlights the necessity of applying IHL to protect internally-displaced persons within their jurisdiction.53

Conclusion

2012 marks the 63rd anniversary of the Geneva Conventions. Although the Conventions have served as the foundation of international humanitarian law since 1949, they leave many issues about non-compliance and enforcement unresolved. What can and should the GA-3 do to address these challenges?

In developing your country’s position on this issue, consider the following questions:

- Has your country signed and ratified the 1949 Geneva Conventions and/or Additional Protocols? If so, has it made any declarations about how it interprets them?
- Is your country a member of the International Criminal Court? Why or why not?

49 “Structure of the Court” and “Situations and Cases” International Criminal Court available at http://www.icc-cpi.int/Menus/ICC/Situations+and+Cases/.


53 This resolution is available at http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N11/468/72/PDF/N1146872.pdf?OpenElement
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- Is your country currently involved in a conflict in which the Geneva Conventions might apply? Has it been involved in such a conflict in the past? Did it abide by the Conventions? Why or why not?
- What are your country’s capabilities for the use of force? Is IHL an asset or obstacle for your country?
- What is your country’s position on and role in the civil war in Syria, the “war on terror,” and other recent and current IHL violations?
- Should the Geneva Conventions be strengthened to increase compliance and enforcement? If so, how? If not, why not?

**Recommended Reading**


This article provides an overview of current debates about IHL through a case study of the civil war in Syria. On the HRW site, you find out if your country has been accused of IHL violations.


This site provides an overview of IHL, as well as links to the text of all of the Geneva Convention treaties and protocols, and lists of member states and their reservations and declarations. In addition, you can search the site to find out whether your country or countries in your region are accused of IHL violations.


This site provides an overview of the challenges confronting IHL as a result of changes in conflict including civil war and terrorism.


This site provides access to the 2011 ICRC conference report and details of the Four-Year Plan, which could be the basis of resolutions.


In this speech, the ICRC’s Director of International Law discusses current challenges to IHL.